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Heyn Engineering Solutions
offers a comprehensive range of
materials handling solutions to
leading industrial, manufacturing
and warehousing sectors in the UK
and Ireland. A complete service is
provided from assessment and design
to the installation, testing, training and
maintenance of all solutions.
Heyn are representatives in Ireland for a number of leading
manufacturers including Demag Cranes & Components,
SEW Eurodrive Drives & Geared Motors, Reid Lifting
Equipment and Tractel Lifting & Moving Solutions. These
relationships are built on a mutual reputation for high
quality performance and service excellence.

Heyn Engineering Solutions has broadened its
services from traditional marine engineering to include
a comprehensive range of lifting equipment and
accessories, machinery installation, load testing
and materials handling products.

OUR CORE PRODUCT RANGE INCLUDES:
Cranes, Hoists & Drives
Lifting Equipment and Accessories
Tractel Safety Components
Machine Moving, Service and Maintenance
Equipment Examination and Inspection
(LOLER and PUWER)
 Ship Management and Repair






Heyn Engineering Solutions have a team of highly skilled
consultants and industry-qualiﬁed engineers who receive
regular product and service training. All services are
carried out in compliance with today’s quality standards.
Customers can choose from hundreds of exciting and
innovative products or alternatively Heyn Engineers can
provide a completely bespoke solution tailored to meet
individual problem-solving requirements. Carrick-a-Rede
Rope Bridge, off the North Coast of Ireland, is a wellknown example of Heyn’s bespoke rigging solutions.
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Overhead Cranes
Heyn Engineering supply, ﬁt, service and re-furbish a
wide range of overhead cranes from manufacturers
including Demag, Street and Donati.

FEATURES OF THE DEMAG RANGE:
 Crane girders made of computer-optimised box
girders, or I-Beam for optimum load distribution.

Demag EKKE Single Girder
Overhead Travelling Cranes

These cranes feature maximum rigidity for a minimum
deadweight.

Technical data
Load capacity

up to 12.5 t

 End carriages of torsionally rigid design to suit
structure.

Track gauge

up to 30 m

Long-travel speed

up to 40 m/min

 Improved cost-eﬀectiveness thanks to rope hoist
with extended service life as part of the Demag
standard design (1,900 hours of service at full load)

Cross-travel speed

up to 30 m/min

Lifting speed

up to 12.5 m/min

Our most popular model of crane
covering a vast range of fabrication
and assembly processes. The single
girder design allows the crane to suit
building structures and optimises
available hook height.

 Improved load handling thanks to increased lifting
and cross-travel speeds
 Low-sway load motions thanks to inﬁnitely variable
cross-travel speeds
 Crane components oﬀering high safety and reliability
 Supplied with DR rope hoist and DC chain hoist
 Low deadweight reduces investment layout
 Crane girders can be adapted to building structure
requirements
 Crane control to meet application requirements,
via radio control, control pendant or cab control

EPKE Single-Girder Overhead
Travelling Cranes with Rolled
Proﬁle Section

Cost-effective entry-level models in the Demag crane
product range.

Technical Data
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Load capacity

up to 12.5 t

Span dimension

up to 18 m

Long-travel speed

up to 40 m/min

Cross-travel speed

up to 30 m/min

Lifting speed

up to 12.5 m/min
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The ZKKE double-girder overhead travelling cranes
oﬀer exceptional load capacity for a low deadweight.

Technical Data
Load capacity

up to 50 t

Track gauge

up to 35 m

Long-travel speed

up to 40 m/min

Cross-travel speed

up to 25 m/min

Lifting speed

up to 12.5 m/min

EKDE Suspension cranes
with box-section girders

The EKDE suspension cranes are mainly characterised
by high torsional rigidity thanks to their welded-box
section design.

Technical Data
Load capacity

up to 8 t

Span

up to 25 m

Long-travel speed

up to 40 m/min

Cross-travel speed

up to 30 m/min

Lifting speed

up to 12.5 m/min

Demag Process Cranes

These cranes offer an efﬁcient process ﬂow with semiand fully automatic cranes and hoists optimised for
speciﬁc applications. Demag cranes have been used in
a wide range of industries therefore building expertise
and knowledge of speciﬁc industrial processes in many
industries including:
 The Paper Industry - cranes for manufacturing paper
and manual storage of rolls
 Process Cranes for Process Integration - specially
designed for mechanical engineering and automotive
industry applications
 For Recycling/Bulk Material - for storing, blending
and handling bulk materials
 For Aviation Industry - solutions for manufacturing
and maintaining aircraft
 For Steel Handling - Process cranes for precisely
handling coils, sheet and plate metal
and long material
 For Steel Production/Foundries - crane installations
for steel product processes and facilities

Heyn Engineering have highly trained Sales Engineers
who will provide you with expert advice, a fully
transparent no-obligation quotation and our team can
provide a complete installation and aftersales care
package if required.
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Slewing Jib Cranes
Manual handling of relatively light loads can often be a time consuming task with safety implications. Our slewing
jibs installed directly at the workplace and used with the right hoist unit can enable all types of workpieces to be
lifted and transported quickly and deposited with gentle precision.
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ZKKE Double-Girder Overhead
Travelling Crane

FEATURES
 Load capacities of up to 10,000 kg
 Simple installation using ﬁttings
included in the system

 Light and fast loading
 Ease of operation and high operating
safety and reliability

KBK Slewing Jib Cranes

KBK slewing jibs cranes made of proﬁle sections from
the KBK light crane system feature high load capacities
and a long outreach in relation to their deadweight.
The low weight enables the jib to be moved easily and
the use of KBK hollow section rail as the crane girder
provides for very low travel forces.

DESIGNS INCLUDE:
 Pillar Mounted
 Wall/Column Mounted

 Pillar Mounted with 2 Jibs

Load
capacity
[kg]

Outreach
[m]
2

3

4

5

6

7

80
125
250
500
1000
*Other capacities & outreaches available on request

I-Beam Slewing Jib Cranes

The light-weight and low-headroom design make this
range of jibs suitable for universal applications in the
medium to high load range up to 10,000 kg.
Designed for use with Demag chain hoists or Demag
rope hoists in connection with their low-headroom jib
and high load capacity, wall-mounted slewing jibs are
suitable for a wide variety of applications.

DESIGNS INCLUDE:
 Pillar Jib Cranes – Overbraced/Underbraced
 Wall Jib Cranes – Overbraced/Underbraced
5
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KBK Lightweight Crane System
The KBK Crane system is a market leader in the light crane sector and allows Heyn to meet your speciﬁc application
requirements precisely, quickly and efﬁciently. The components of the modular system can be combined to create
individual suspension monorail and suspension crane. The installations can be integrated easily into any production
infrastructure and modiﬁed at any time with minimum disruption. The manual travel options allow improved operational
efﬁciency, powered travel options are also available.

Demag KBK Single-Girder
Suspension Cranes
KBK single-girder suspension cranes enable the customer
to achieve fast and reliable area-serving overhead
handling and exact positioning of a wide variety of goods.

FEATURES
 For loads up to 1,000 kg
 Modular system design
 Smooth & reliable handling
 Smooth manual travel
 Cost-eﬀective implementation
 Customer-speciﬁc conﬁguration to meet individual
requirements

KBK Double-Girder
Suspension Cranes
These cranes enable goods of all kinds to be transported
with ease. They provide area-serving, overhead handling
and guarantee fast, reliable and precise positioning even
for heavy loads and large span dimensions.

FEATURES
 Cost-eﬀective implementation
 Modular system design
 Smooth and reliable handling
 Favourable installation dimensions
 Rated for loads weighing up to 3,200 kg

KBK Suspension Monorails
The KBK suspension monorails provide tailored solutions
to meet speciﬁc requirements for linear, overhead
handling. Their core features are to be found in
their many options.

FEATURES
 Simple, manually operated straight sections – also
possible with aluminium proﬁle sections
 Load capacities up to 3,200 kg
 Flexible routing by means of straight and curved
sections, track switches and turntables
 Manual operation, semi- or fully automated designs
possible

 Various track sections available dependant on safe
working load, span and downshop requirements

TECHNICAL DATA

TECHNICAL DATA

TECHNICAL DATA

Single-girder suspension cranes: maximum distances
between supports, crane spans and girder lengths

Double-girder suspension cranes: maximum distances
between supports, crane spans and girder lengths

Proﬁle section selection: maximum distances between
supports and headroom dimensions

Please note: Outline designs can be formulated
online, please visit
www.heyn.co.uk/demag-designer

Please note: Outline designs can be formulated
online, please visit
www.heyn.co.uk/demag-designer

Please note: Outline designs can be formulated
online, please visit
www.heyn.co.uk/demag-designer
6
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Chain & Rope Hoists
Heyn Engineering supply a wide range of chain and
rope hoists from well know manufacturers including
Demag, Stahl, Street, Verline and Kone. Depending on
the application we can offer the best make and model
to suit.

Demag DC-Com Chain Hoist

The DC Chain hoist is a high quality for all applications.
It comes with Demag’s adjustable, quick change
pendant controller and has a unique error message
facility to allow diagnosis of faults remotely.

 Two speeds as standard for normal loads weighing
up to 2000 kg
 4 m hook path as standard
 Height-adjustable control pendant
 For Aviation Industry - solutions for manufacturing
and maintaining aircraft
 SWL (max) 80 to 5000 kg

Technical Data
Chain hoist
type

80

DC-Com 1

Reeving

Hoist Speed
50 Hz

Hook
Path
[m]

8.0 / 2.0

4,5 and 8

[/min] at

1/1

100 / 125
160

4.5 / 1.1

1.
F-DMR foot mounted – ideal for static
applications or for special crab units

800 / 1,000
1,250
1,600 / 2,000

2/1

Safe Working Load (max) 80kg to 250kg

 Five sizes with load capacities up to 50 tons
 Application types: foot-mounted hoist, low
headroom monorail hoist, double-rail crab, standardheadroom monorail hoist
 Controls: smart, conventional or provided by the
customer
 Drive concept: stepless or two-stage
 Control concept precisely to meet your needs: wireconnected or by radio
 Many safety and control functions that can be
additionally selected

DC-com 5

4.0 / 1.0

The DCM Manulift is ideal for production lines, where
quick handling of low weight items is required. The
integrated hook and control handle allows the operator
to have accurate and fast control of the load.

For the ﬁrst time, you can specify the design of your rope
hoist and still have the choice of all further options with
just one system. The DMR modular rope hoist is available
in two deisgns: C-design and co-axial design

AVAILABLE DESIGNS

DC-Com 10

Demag DCM Manulift

TWO DESIGNS

6.0 / 1.5

400 / 500
630

Thanks to its modular design, the DMR provides a unique
range of possible combinations, enabling you to conﬁgure
your rope hoist to meet your speciﬁc needs for the perfect
solutions.

DC-Com 2

200 / 250
315

Demag DMR Modular Rope
Hoist
ONE ROPE HOIST

FEATURES:

Load
capacity
[kg]

Demag DMR Modular Rope Hoist

2.
EK-DMR low headroom monorail hoist –
featuring C-design optimised for crane applications with
compact dimensions and reduced approach dimensions
3.
EZ-DMR double rail crab – For double girder
cranes with optimised headroom dimensions and reduced
approach dimensions
Technical Specifactaions on Pg. 28
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Demag wheels and wheel block systems are designed
and manufactured as modular solutions for a wide
variety of applications, from simple travel bogies to
opening stadium roofs.

DRS
Wheelblocks
RS
Wheelblocks

A range of wheels from 112mm diameter to 630mm
diameter gives high load carrying capacity and,
coupled with Demag’s range of geared motors, allows
users to have control over all moving loads.

LRS
Wheelblocks
DWS
Wheelsets

112 to 500mm

2.75 to 40 t

125 to 400mm

3.5 to 18 t

200 to 350mm

1.2 to 6.5 t

400 to 630mm

28 to 60 t

Z Cylindrical-Rotor Motors
FEATURES:
 Motor output up to 45Kw
 Inverter-fed drives for travel applications, line-fed
travel and continuous operation
 Simple project engineering
 High drive eﬃciency
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Demag Wheels & Drives

Type W Angular Geared Motors
FEATURES:
 10 gearbox sizes with torques from 120
to 12,000 Nm
 Hypoid or bevel-wheel gearbox
 Direct input or coupling connection
 Drive shafts in 5 variants
 4 housing designs

FG Microspeed Units
FEATURES:
 Highly robust drive – resilient to vibrations and
increased ambient temperatures
 Rugged alternative to inverter-controlled AC motors
 Wide speed ranges up to 500:1
 Up to 4 ﬁxed speed steps when pole-changing
motors are employed
 Short cycle times
 Maximum positioning accuracy

Crane Components
Heyn Engineering Solutions can supply and ﬁt components for all makes of existing cranes including:

KB Conical-Rotor Brake Motors
FEATURES:
 Particularly high braking performance
 Approval for operation with extremely high switching
frequencies travel and continuous operation
 Two-speed pole-changing motors
 Drives for starting-and-stopping applications and for
direct line-fed travel motions
 Resistance to temporary overload
Can be connected to gearboxes via a coupling
The Demag modular system enables Heyn to implement
solutions tailored to meet customer needs quickly and
cost-effectively using standardised sub-assemblies to
create offset geared motors, angular geared motors and
helical geared motors.






Demag
Street
Abus
Kone

 Stahl
 Morris
 And many more

The components can be used to repair and refurbish existing installations or for other non-crane related applications.

COMPONENTS INCLUDE:
 Pendant controllers
 Wireless radio controls
 Conductor systems including festoon cable systems
and enclosed busbars
 Anti-collision and positioning systems
 Wheelblocks and drives
 Crane hook blocks







Cable reeling systems
Wire rope and chains
End carriages
Control panels
Load measuring systems and displays

Type A Offset Geared Motors
FEATURES:
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9 gearboxes for torques from 130 to 11,500 Nm
Direct input or coupling connection
Drive shafts in 5 variants
5 housing designs
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The helical-bevel gear units provide a high degree
of eﬃciency of over 96% in both torque directions
and at all input speeds. With a long maintenancefree service life they can be used in every application
with AC synchronous motors, asynchronous and
synchronous servomotors.

SEW Eurodrive Geared Motors & Drives

Technical data

Heyn Engineering represent SEW Eurodrive in Ireland and exclusively supply
geared motors, servo motors, inverter drives and industrial gear units in Northern Ireland.

Helical Gearmotor R Series

The helical gearmotors ensure an optimum ratio
between power and space requirements. Available
in 6 single stage and 14 two and three stage sizes.

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
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Helical-bevel Gearmotor
K Series

Single-stage or multi-stage
Foot-mounted or ﬂange-mounted
Foot-mounted and ﬂange-mounted
Flange-mounted with extended bearing hub

Technical data

Gear unit gear rotation

[i]

1.30 to 299

Output Torque

[Nm]

2.1 to 20100

Power

[kW]

0.09 to 160

Parallel Shaft Helical
Gearmotor F Series

The parallel shaft helical gearmotors are mainly
used in materials handling and process engineering
applications and users can choose from foot-mounted,
ﬂange-mounted or shaft-mounted designs.

Technical data

Gear unit rotation ratio

[i]

3.77 to 281.71

Multi-stage gear unit
reduction ratio

[i]

87 to 31434

Output torque

[Nm]

87 to 18000

Motor power range

[kW]

0.12 to 200

Gear unit rotation ratio

[i]

3.98 to 197.37

Multi-stage gear unit
reduction ratio

[i]

94 to 32625

Output torque

[Nm]

125 to 50000

Motor power range

[kW]

0.12 to 200

(also in reduced
backlash version)

Helical-worm Gearmotor
S Series

These units are more efﬁcient than normal gear units
and are used in every industrial sector as they are
tailored to individual torque and speed requirements.
The reduction ratios and the low noise levels during
operation make these gear motors ideal low-cost
solutions for simple applications.

Technical data

Gear unit rotation ratio

[i]

6.80 to 288.0

Multi-stage gear unit
reduction ratio

[i]

110 to 33818

Output torque

[Nm]

43 to 4000

Motor power range

[kW]

0.12 to 22

W Type Spiroplan Units
The W Series gearmotors are robust, right-angle
gearmotors with SpiroPlan gearing. There are 3 main
differences with the helical-worm units: the material
combination of the steel-on-steel gearing, the special
tooth meshing relationships and the aluminium housing.
These three features make the SPIROPLAN gearmotors
very quiet, wear-free and lightweight.

Technical data

Gear unit rotation ratio

[i]

3.20 to 75.00

Max. Output torque

[Nm]

12 to 180

Motor Power Range

[kW]

0.09 to 3.0

All units are available with a choice of motors; Standard AC squirrel cage motor, Movimot AC motor is with built-in inverter
and Servo Motors. All motors are available with brake units, forced cooling fans, encoders and hi inertia fan units.
For control of any of the range of motors, SEW offer a variety of inverter drives from the simple LTE drive through to the
technology version MDX.
12
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Lifting & Lashing Accessories
Chain Slings
Chain Slings are custom made to match your exact requirements. Slings range from single leg to
four leg chain slings and chain diameters range from 7mm to 32mm to cater for a wide range of load
capacities. All chain slings are grade 8 standard and have a choice of end terminations available
including:
 Grab shortening hooks
 Clevis Sling Hooks
 Foundry Hooks

 Single hooks with safety catch
 ‘C’ hooks
 Self-locking hooks

Web Slings

Web Slings are lightweight, ﬂexible and have wide bearing surfaces to help protect the load. They are general
purpose ﬂat slings constructed of 100% heavy-duty polyester webbing.

FEATURES
 Lightweight
 Less likely to damage or scratch the load

Grade 8 Chain Sling WLL Chart BSEN 818-4

SINGLE LEG

Chain
Size mm

Straight
Lift

Single Leg in Basket
Hitch

Choke
Hitch

Basket
Hitch

7mm

1.5

1.5

1.2

2.1

8mm

2.0

2.0

1.6

2.8

10mm

3.15

3.15

2.5

4.25

13mm

5.3

5.3

4.2

7.5

16mm

8.0

8.0

6.4

11.2

(back hooked into top link)

 Resistant to mildew and bacterial growth
 Excellent elongation properties versus their nylon counterparts
 Lengths 1-20m – Larger available on request

Round Slings

Round Slings are the most versatile sling to date and is constructed of high tenacity polyester ﬁbres which are
protected by a durable polyester cover.

FEATURES
 Great ﬂexibility to mould to irregular loads

 Wear sleeves can be ﬁtted to improve the sling’s
life span
 Hardware end ﬁttings optional
 Manufactured to the latest approved standards
 500mm – 20m – Larger available on request

 Have a low weight ratio versus more traditional
chain and wire options
 Most 1 to 10T slings are available oﬀ the shelf in
standard lengths
 Larger slings available manufactured on request

TWO LEG

Chain
Size
mm

Straight
Lift
0°- 45°

Straight
Lift
45°- 60°

2.1

1.5

1.6

1.2

2.1

1.5

8mm

2.8

2.0

2.2

1.6

2.8

2.0

10mm

4.25

3.15

3.4

2.5

4.25

3.15

13mm

7.5

5.3

6.0

4.2

7.5

5.3

16mm

11.2

8.0

9.0

6.4

11.2

8.0

7mm

Choke
Hitch
0°- 45°

Choke
Hitch
45°- 60°

Double
Basket
0°- 45°

Double
Basket
45°- 60°

7mm
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Straight
Lift
0°- 45°

Straight
Lift
45°- 60°

Choke
Hitch
0°- 45°

Choke
Hitch
45°- 60°

Double
Basket
0°- 45°

Colour

Vertical
Tonnes

Choked
X 0.8
Tonnes

Basket X 2
Tonnes

White

0.5

0.4

1.0

Violet

1.0

0.8

2.0

White

1.5

1.2

3.0

Green

2.0

1.6

4.0

Yellow

3.0

2.4

6.0

Grey

4.0

3.2

8.0

Red

5.0

4.0

10.0

Double
Basket
45°- 60°

Brown

6.0

4.8

12.0

Blue

8.0

6.4

16.0

Orange

10.0

8.0

20.0

Orange

12.0

9.6

20.0

THREE & FOUR LEG

Chain
Size
mm

Web & Round Sling Technical data

3.1

2.2

2.5

1.7

3.15

2.2

8mm

4.2

3.0

3.3

2.4

4.2

3.0

10mm

6.7

4.75

5.3

3.8

6.7

4.75

13mm

11.2

8.0

8.9

6.4

11.2

8.0

16mm

17.0

11.8

13.6

9.4

17.0

11.8
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Shackles
Shackles are used in lifting and in static systems as
removable links to connect steel wire rope, chain and
other ﬁttings. Typical examples of shackles and sizes that
Heyn Engineering normally keep in stock are as follows:
Alloy bow shackles – from 330 Kg to 150 Ton
Commercial Dee & Bow Available 5mm to 30mm
Long Dee Piling Shackle – 1 Ton to 5 Ton

Wire Rope Slings

Screw pin shackles are mainly for non-permanent
applications whereas as Safety bolt shackles are used for
long-term or permanent connections or where the load
may slide on the pin causing rotation of the pin.

Wire rope slings are popular at construction sites because of their low cost and resistance to abrasion
in rugged work environments. They can be made in single or multi-legged, terminating with soft or
thimble eyes which can be mechanically or hand spliced.

Eyebolts / Eye Nuts

Wire rope slings can be made endless using a double ferrule or by tucking and splicing to produce a
grommet. Flat woven slings can made to your speciﬁcations with end terminations of your choice.

Eyebolts are available in various types and sizes and are
used for lifting machines, appliances and other objects
which cannot be lifted by hand or forktruck.

Technical Data
Angle to the vertical

Nominal
Diameter
(mm)

Minimum
Breaking
Point
Load (t)

Minimum
Breaking
Force
(kN)

8mm

4.56

10

WLL
Single
Leg

WLL Two Leg
Sling

0°45°

45°60°

WLL
Endless
Choke
Hitch

Appr.
Mass
kg /
100
Mts

Appr.
Mass
Mt

0°

0°45°

44.70

0.82

1.15

0.82

1.72

1.23

1.31

26.2

0.26

7.12

69.80

1.28

1.79

1.28

2.69

1.92

2.05

40.9

0.41

13

12.00

118.00

2.16

3.02

2.16

4.54

3.24

3.46

69.1

0.69

16

18.30

179.00

3.29

4.61

3.29

6.92

4.94

5.27

105

1.05

20

28.50

279.00

5.13

7.18

5.13

10.77

7.70

8.21

164

1.64

24

41.00

402.00

7.38

10.33

7.38

15.50

11.07

11.81

236

2.36

28

55.80

547

10.01

14.06

10.04

21.09

15.07

16.07

321

3.21

1

1.4

1

2.1

1.5

1.6

LEG FACTOR KL

45°60°

WLL Three &
Four Leg Sling

0°

Our Eyebolts are made to DIN580 speciﬁcation and are
ideal where rust prevention is key. Available from M6 to
M72, working load limits range from 0.07 tons
up to 25 tons.
Omni Directional Eyebolts are available from M8 to M24.
They have a 360° rotation with a 90° pivot function. Proof
Load tested individually to 2.5 times WLL and certiﬁed.
Bolts are metric & imperial thread to suit requirements.

Wire Rope Grips
Available in Commercial, DIN & Stainless steel
Sizes:3mm - 50mm

Turnbuckles & Bottle screws
Turnbuckles are applicable to a variety of uses but are not
certiﬁed for lifting. Available in galvanised or marine grade
stainless steel they are resistant to rust and have a high
quality appearance. Available in Open and Closed Body
Hook & Eye, Eye & Eye and Jaw and Jaw.
Galvanised Bottle Screws offer added protection and a
maximum life expectancy. They are used for straight link
tensioning with either rope or chain assemblies. Suitable
for heavy duty straining and lifting applications and Test
Certiﬁcations are available on request. Available in Eye &
Eye, Jaw & Jaw and Eye & Jaw. Also available in stainless
steel.

16
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Thimbles
Available in British Standard and Galvanised or Stainless
Steel. British Standard thimbles are available from 3mm to
44mm and are designed to protect the eye of the rope. It
meets standard BS: 464-1 : 1958.

Lashing Chains
Load lashing or load restraint is a vital component for the
safe transport of goods by road, rail or sea. BS EN Parts
1 to 4 were introduced as a means of conforming to the
essential safety requirements for lashing and load restraint.
Grade 80 Lashing chain is a stress relieving chain available
in a wide range of sizes from 7mm to 20mm.

Load Binders

Load binders are used to safely and securely lash items
down. They are used in conjunction with low loader
chains, attached to the hooks on the load binder and a
ratchet mechanism is used to incrementally tighten the
chains to securely and safely lash the items down. The
long handle makes the task much easier.

Stainless Steel Chain &
Components
Grade 50 AISI316L Stainless Steel Pump Lifting Chain is
ﬁtted with lifting points at each end and at approximately
1 metre centres. It is manufactured from corrosion
resistant stainless steel to EN 10088/EN 10027-2/1.4404
(Marine Grade 316L). Ideal for use in medical, food, water
treatment and chemical industries.
Alternative lifting centres and conﬁgurations i.e., double
leg or triple leg branch to suit individual needs are
available on request. All assemblies are proof load testing
to 2.4 x WLL and full certiﬁcation is supplied with every
sling in accordance with Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC.

Stainless Steel Shackles
Ratchet Lashing Assemblies

Ratchet Lashing Assemblies are comprised of webbing
strap, ratchet and claw hooks as standard. Other hooks
are available on request. These are widely used in a variety
of industries, primarily in the transportation industry.

Technical data

Tonnage (Tonnes)
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Length
(m)

Width (mm)

1

5

25

3

5

35

5

8

50

5

10

50

5

12

50

8

10

75

10

10

100

Stainless steel shackles are available in Dee, Bow and
Safety type in sizes 4mm up to 10mm diameter. They
have a polished ﬁnish and are made from corrosion
resistant stainless steel materials AISI316.

Stainless Steel Cable &
Stainless Steel Wire Rope
Stainless Steel Cable & Wire Rope are highly corrosion
resistant and decorative which makes them excellent
for marine rope rigging, stainless steel cable railing,
architectural cables, cable balustrading and cable display
systems.
Available from stock at Heyn Engineering in the following
conﬁgurations:
 1x19 - non-ﬂexible
 7x19 – extra ﬂexible, useful for winches and load
running applications
 7x7 for balustrading and guard rails
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PORTA-DAVIT 500 – Lightweight Portable Davit
Heyn Engineering are agents of Reid’s PORTA-DAVIT
system. It provides a lightweight revolution to lifting
solutions, enabling just one person to locate, assemble,
and use the davit safely within water industry regulations.

FEATURES







Simple to assemble 2 piece davit
WLL 500kg
Radius adjustment 800 – 1200mm
Portable in heavy-duty carry bag
Reduces the cost of multiple residents on site davits
Also available in 1000kg versions – contact Heyn for
more information

PORTA-GANTRY Lightweight
Portable Gantry
This product is a unique portable gantry system that can
safely lift to 5000Kg with manual assembly on just four
bolts.

/ LIFTING

/ LIFTING

Reid Lifting

TRACTEL
Heyn Engineering are proud to be Northern Ireland exclusive agents for Tractel products.
Tractel equipment reduces the physical effort required for lifting and handling operations,
improving working conditions to provide much safer and effective operations.

“

Bravo Lever Hoist

Compact, easier to handle design with improved safety
catch. Conforms to EN 13157 with CL load chain.

FEATURES
 WLL - 0.25T to 9T
 Height of Lift : 1.5 mtr to 15 mtr

Corso Travelling Trolleys
The Corso Trolley is available in push and geared versions with models from 0.5 t to 20t.

CORSO PUSH TROLLEY

CORSO GEARED TROLLEY

Technical
data

FEATURES
 Safe manual assembly, height and span adjustment
 WLL 500kg to 5000kg
 Each GANTRY system comprises 2 x A Frames,
Trolley fully encapsulated for safety, Beam lengths
up to 9000mm (WLL dependent)
 Anodised high tensile aluminium alloy ﬁnish as
standard. This is suitable for clean environments and
is corrosion resistant.

Model

To suit beam
(mm)

WLL
(T)

Weight
(Kg)

0.5

50-220

0.5

8.5

1t

58-220

1

10.5

2t

66-220

2

18

3t

74-220

3

32

5t

90-220

5

48.5

Technical
data
Model

To suit
beam (mm)

WLL
(T)

Weight
(Kg)

1t

58-220

1

19

2t

66-220

2

22.5

3t

74-220

3

37.5

5t

90-220

5

55

10t

125-320

10

120

20t

136-320
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Davit Sockets
Heyn supply four types of socket, all designed, developed
and tested for safe use with PORTA-DAVIT. All are made
from a steel construction, have a standard SWL 500Kg
and allow easy 360° slew of the davit. See further details
below:
 Surface Mounted Sockets – Galvanised ﬁnish and
suitable for ﬂoor mounting on concrete or steel ﬂoors
 Flush Mounted Socket – Untreated ﬁnish and
suitable for ﬂush mounting on concrete ﬂoors
 Bridge Mounted Socket – Galvanised ﬁnish and
suitable for mounting on top of the wall
 Wall Mounted Socket – Galvanised ﬁnish and
suitable for mounting on concrete or steel walls or
columns
Bespoke are available, galvanised and aluminium. All of
our davits are compatible with the above sockets and are
supplied with relevant CE and Certiﬁcation. Heyn supply,
ﬁt and test all sockets.
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Corso Beam Clamp
FEATURES
Models available from 1000kg to 10,000kg with a wide adjustment
range.





WLL : 1T to 20T
High stability when ﬁxed correctly
Movable hanging ring for positioning of a load
Easy adjustment to the size of the steel proﬁle
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HEIGHT SAFETY EQUIPMENT INCLUDES:
 Harnesses & Kits
 Lanyards
 Fall Arrest Blocks

 Hooks & Grips

 Safety Belts
 Safety Helmets
 Safeline System

Full Body Harnesses, Kits & Lanyards
A range of harnesses and harness kits are available from Heyn Engineering. Our entry level multi-use harnesses are great
value or if you require something more bespoke to your requirements we have harnesses suited speciﬁcally for working
in conﬁned spaces, scaffolding, evacuation, rescue harnesses and also harnesses speciﬁcally designed and patented for
women, to name a few.
Our kits provide a cost effective solution for those who work on access platforms, cherry pickers, scaffolding assembly,
roofers and many others. These kits come in a handy bag and not only contain the harness but the relevant lanyard and
hooks required for the job.
Webbing lanyards with an energy absorber is used as a connecting element between a ﬁxed or mobile anchorage
point and the attachment point on the harness. The energy absorber safely stops a fall from a height. Without a shock
absorber a free fall of more than 50cm can cause serious injuries.

Travsmart Lifeline
Safeline System

/ SAFETY

/ SAFETY
The Tractel Height Safety portfolio is genuine and compliant with the relevant
Safety Regulations associated with Working at Height in the UK & Ireland.

The travsmart Lifeline complies with the requirements
of EN 795C and can be used simultaneously by up to
5 users. It can be installed under ceiling, on wall, on an
inclined surface, on the ground or on a post.

ADVANTAGES
 Choices of installations and uses
 Passing through the intermediate supports with no
manual intervention by the user
 Can work on either side of the lifeline without the
need to disconnect
 No special tools are required for installation
 The risk of the cable clamp nuts becoming loose
over time is fully eliminated
 Quick and easy installation of the lifeline cable
 In the event of a fall, there is no need to fully
dismantle the lifeline. Simply loosen the cable to
remove and reinstall the failed intermediate supports.

Travsafe Lifeline
Safeline System

The travsafe safeline system is the most efﬁcient and
sophisticated lifeline, it is an anchoring system equipped
with horizontal, ﬂexible belaying supports satisfying the
requirements of standard EN 795-c. By its special design
the slider easily moves past the intermediate cable
fasteners placed (every 15m max) with no need for any
manual intervention.

THREE VERSIONS ARE AVAILABLE:
 1.Standard travsafe (with stainless shock absorbing ring)
 2.Travsafe with two-material absorbing ring
 3.Travsafe with INRS energy absorber

Fall Arrest Blocks
Blocfor Fall Arresters from Tractel ensures an automatic
breaking function in the event of a fall: the fall height is
reduced by the immediate brake reaction. The cable
length is adjusted automatically thanks to a recall system
integrated into the device, which offers the user a great
deal of freedom of movement.
The new range now comes equipped with ESD (Energy
System Dissipater) Technology which ensures absorption
of a fall even when the webbing is fully unwound.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE:
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 blocfor 1.8 mtr
 blocfor 2.25 mtr
 blocfor 6 mtr

 blocfor 10 mtr
 blocfor 20 mtr
 blocfor 30 mtr

These systems can be used by up 3 to 5 persons and are
designed for installation under a ceiling, on wall or ﬂoor.
The anchors can be installed directly onto the structure or
posts.

Tralift Hand Chain Block
The Tralift hand chain block is now the smallest and
lightest on the market.

FEATURES
 Models from 0.25T to 20 T
 Also available in corrosion resistant for marine
environment
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/ SERVICES

/ SERVICES
With advances to modern radio systems, we frequently
replace the common hard wired pendant with radio
remote control systems. This gives operator ﬂexibility in
where they are in relation to the load and allows them to
keep themselves safe. This allows movement around
without the tether of a wire from pendant to crane.
As not all modern parts are compatible with existing crane
structures, we have experienced engineers and a design
team who can ensure modern parts can be ﬁtted to your
older crane.

Servicing, Inspection &
Repairs
At Heyn Engineering Solutions, we understand that when
your equipment isn’t running correctly your production
suffers. That is why our engineers will work within your
operation schedule and time constraints to fulﬁl your
maintenance, servicing and repair requirements on your
cranes and lifting equipment.
Our Aftersales services including servicing, maintenance
and repair which are core business activities for Heyn
Engineering Solutions. The name Heyn is synonymous
with reliability and performance and our product range is
backed up by our dedicated service operation.
We have a highly experienced team of engineers,
electricians, riggers and technicians who are equipped
to tackle any size crane or hoist repair. In the case of a
breakdown or a fault occurring the Heyn Engineering
team can promptly diagnose the issue, take advantage of
our generous parts stock hold and repair the problem as
quickly as possible.
Heyn Engineering Solutions can tailor a support package
to suit your needs, with options for planned preventative
maintenance, inspections, repairs and servicing.

OUR CRANE & LIFTING GEAR SERVICE
MAINTENANCE INCLUDES:
 Preventative maintenance contracts tailored to meet
your speciﬁc requirements
 Regular inspections in support of your maintenance
team
 Elimination of costly downtime resulting from critical
equipment breakdown
 Fully qualiﬁed engineers to service and maintain all
makes of equipment
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All work is certiﬁed with load testing and work is carried
out to the highest standards.

In the event of crane or component failure, the priority
is to ensure a timely and safe repair, minimising costly
production downtime and restoring equipment to
maximum productivity.

OUR CRANE & LIFTING GEAR REPAIR SERVICE
INCLUDES:
 Reactive repair contracts tailored to meet your
speciﬁc requirements
 24/7 365 days a year breakdown support
 Fast track emergency response
 Well-stocked vans with a wide range of component
spares and parts

Crane Refurbishment
The design life of a standard crane is 10 years however
many are still in operation long after this. There comes a
point where the parts will wear out, get damaged or are
simply at the end of their usable life. Rather than scrap
what is on the face of a perfectly good structure, our
engineers can renew the working parts and give new life
to older cranes.
We can replace all major components, including but not
limited to:
Hoist or crab unit
Cross travel drives and wheels
Long travel drives and wheels
Festoon cable systems and ﬁxed wiring within the
crane
 Complete control panels





Machine Moving & Factory
Relocation
Machine moving and factory relocation are highly
specialised activities that require a team of skilled
engineers to move costly and sensitive equipment.
Each relocation job is unique and necessitates a
consultation period with one of our highly trained
Engineers. This consultation will give an opportunity to
discuss the most efﬁcient methods to move the machinery
or re-locate the factory whilst minimising the loss of
essential production time.

Ship Management & Repair
Situated right in the heart of the Port of Belfast, Heyn
Engineering Solutions is in an ideal position to be able to
offer a wide range of ship management and ship repair
services.
Heyn Engineering Solutions offer a 24/7, 365 days a year
ship repair facility with engineers on-call to provide repair
solutions to ships within the Port. Ship repair services
include electrical, mechanical, ship fabrication and
hydraulic installations.
Shipwright and rigging services include the securing
of heavy lifts, roll on/off cargoes and the stowage and
securing of containerised cargo.
Repairs are also carried out on cargo containers and a
number of mobile welding machines & compressors are
available for contract work and hire.
There are stringent regulations on the ship management
of foreign going vessels. To make this much easier for our
customers Heyn Engineering offer a continuous overview
on safe systems of work and directives to masters and
crews.

Machine moving services range from the installation of
one single piece of equipment or machinery into a local
site to the international relocation of a complete factory.
Whether moving machines within the same location or
over a larger geographical distance Heyn’s specialist team
of riggers, ﬁtters and technicians will dismantle, package,
containerise, unpack and fully install the equipment in
the new location as required. Heyn engineers have years
of experience relocating factories and machinery across
Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland and in the UK.
More unusual commissions for our Heyn Engineering
Solutions team has been the seasonal dismantling and reassembly of the Carrick-a-Rede Rope Bridge in Northern
Ireland.
Heyn Engineering Solutions can also avail of the skills of
Heyn Shipping Solutions to provide the very best, most
cost-effective sea transport on ﬂatbeds, lo-loaders or
containers.
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/ SERVICES

/ SERVICES
Heyn engineers operate on 24 hour availability meaning
that they are available at any time of the day or night
to service all sizes and types of vessel in Belfast,
Warrenpoint, Londonderry or at anchor off shore. Our
team of engineers include Service Technicians, Riggers,
Electricians and Welder Fabricators.
Our safety management system (SMS), ISPS and quality
systems have been audited and approved by the MCA
and BV.
Heyn Engineering have been managing vessels for nearly
200 years and at present, Heyn are responsible for the
management and maintenance of the Research Vessel
Corystes.
The RV Corystes is owned and managed by the AgriFood and Biosciences Institute and provides a versatility
platform from which a wide range of ﬁsheries and marine
environmental research is undertaken.
Heyn Engineering is responsible for the day-to-day
running, management and maintenance of the ship. The
Heyn crew complement at sea is 12 (5 ofﬁcers and 7 crew
members). Full 24 hour operation is available routinely
including deployment and recovery of various trawl and
benthic sampling gear and beam Trawl. Marine habitat
mapping is possible through use of underwater imaging
equipment and state of the art multi-beam acoustic
equipment.

LOLER
The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations
1998 (PUWER) and the Lifting Operations and Lifting
Equipment Regulations 1998 (LOLER) place regulations
and requirements on owners, users and providers of lifting
equipment. Under these regulations it is necessary to have
it tested and to ensure that maintenance of the equipment
is up to date.

LOLER TESTING SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT:
 Before equipment is put into service
 After installation, where safety is dependent on
correct installation.
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 Periodic examinations as per requirement to ensure
the equipment is maintained correctly
 After any exceptional circumstances i.e. fabrication
work or repairs.

HOW OFTEN DOES THE EQUIPMENT NEED
TESTING?
 Every 6 months for underhook items and personnel
safety equipment.
 Every 6 months for lifting accessories
 Every 12 months for all other lifting equipment, for
example cranes, lifting blocks and runway beams

piece of equipment is tested and input line by line so
that you can quickly see what has been tested, any
important notiﬁcations and what testing is required. Our
online LOLER portal is easily accessible at any time and
means that there is no delay in issuing Certiﬁcates. Heyn
Engineers will highlight any defects that are found during
inspections and testing and provide a resolution where
required.
To see projects carried out by our Engineering team
and to hear what our customers have to say you can
see testimonials and case studies on our website at
www.heynengineering.co.uk

Heyn Engineering Solutions have many years’ experience
in providing LOLER testing in the UK and Ireland. We
take the hassle out of LOLER testing your equipment;
we can examine all of the equipment on site or off-site as
required, we set up a system to ensure you’re staff are
aware of what equipment has been maintained properly
and tested as required and provide a platform from which
the Certiﬁcations can be easily viewed and downloaded
for Health and Safety Inspections and Auditing purposes.
Heyn specialise in testing mobile cranes and keep records
of all your loose tackle ensuring site access is never a
problem.

OUR INSPECTION SERVICE INCLUDES:
 The thorough examination and inspection of lifting
equipment to maximise safety
 New installations, relocation or an exceptional
occurrence
 All examination and inspection procedures in
accordance with LOLER regulations
 All examination and inspection regimes to ensure
compliance with current Health & Safety Legislation
During LOLER inspections our Heyn Engineers capture
the data and enter it onto our system in real time. Each
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DMR Modular Rope Hoist Technical Data

/ CRANES

Range

Load Capacity
[t]

Hook path
[m]

Lifting Speed
2-stage

Stepless

Group of mechanisms
ProhHub

[FEM/ISO]

4/1
6
10

16

15

DMR 16

0.7 / 4

0.16 - 3.2

4.8

1 Bm / M3

20

6/1
12.5

6.7

0.7 / 4

0.22 - 4.3

6.4

3m / M6

16

13.3

0.9 / 5.3

0.32 - 8.3

12.6

2m / M5

2/1
6.3

Range

Load Capacity
[t]

Hook path
[m]

Lifting Speed
2-stage

Stepless

ProhHub

1.25
1.6
2

12
20
30

40
12.5

1.4 / 8

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

4m / M7

2 / 12

0.64 / 12.5

19

3m / M6

2.6 / 16

1 - 25

38

2m / M5

1.4 / 8

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

1Am / M4

DMR 3
6

0.7 / 4

0.16 - 3.2

4.8

4m / M7

2.5

10

1/6

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

3m / M6

3.2

15

1.3 / 8

0.5 - 12.5

19

2m / M5

0.7 / 4

0.16 - 3.2

4.8

1Am / M4

12

1.4 / 8

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

4m / M7

2

20

2 / 12

0.64 - 12.5

19

3m / M6

2.5

30

2.6 / 16

1 - 25

38

2m / M5

1.4 / 8

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

1Am / M4

1.6

9.9

1.4 / 8

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

4m / M7

2

16.3

2 / 12

0.64 - 12.5

19

3m / M6

2.5

2.6 / 16

1 - 25

38

2m / M5

3.2

1.4 / 8

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

1Am / M4

4/1

1/6

0.64 - 12.5

19

1.4 / 8

0.8 - 16

24

6

0.7 / 4

0.16 - 3.2

4.8

4m / M7

4

10

1/6

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

3m / M6

5

15

1.3 / 8

0.5 - 12.5

19

2m / M5

0.7 / 4

0.16 - 3.2

4.8

1Am / M4

8

7.6

2 / 12

10

14.6

2.6 / 16

12.5

31.3

1/6

12.5

0.7 / 4

16

1/6
10

20

1.3 / 8

15

DMR 16
25

20

0.5 / 3
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0.7/4

DMR 20
12.5

0.7 / 4

16

1/6

20

7.8

1.3 / 8

25

16.1

0.5 / 3

27.1

0.7 / 4

19
24

1Am / M4

4m / M7
3m / M6
0.16 - 3.2

4.8

0.62 - 6.4

9.6

0.4 - 8

12

2m / M5

1Am / M4

4m / M7
3m / M6
0.16 - 3.2

4.8

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

0.4 - 8

12

2m / M5

1Am / M4

1/6

6/1

12

1.4 / 9

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

4m / M7

20

6.7

20

2 / 12

0.64 - 12.5

19

3m / M6

25

10

5

30

2.6 / 16

1 - 25

38

2m / M5

32

13.3

6.3

40

1.4 / 8

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

1Am / M4

40

18

0.7 / 4
0.9 / 5.3

4m / M7
0.22 - 4.3

6.4

3M / M6

0.26 - 5.3

8

2M / M5

0.7 / 4

1AM / M4

12 / 2

3.2

12

1.4 / 8

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

4m / M7

20

4

20

2 / 12

0.64 - 12.5

19

3m / M6

25

5

30

2.6 / 16

1 - 25

38

2m / M5

32

6.3

40

1.4 / 8

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

1AM / M4

40

6.3

6

0.7 / 4

0.16 - 3.2

4.8

4m / M7

25

7.5

8

10

1/6

0.32 - 6.4

9.6

3m / M6

32

10

10

15

1.3 / 8

0.5 - 12.5

19

2m / M5

40

13.5

12.5

20

50

21.3

8

0.7 / 4

11.2

0.9 / 5.3

18

4m / M7
0.22 - 4.3

6.4

3m / M6

0.26 - 5.3

8

2m / M5

0.7 / 4

4/1
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0.8 - 16

2m / M5

8/2

4

0.16 - 3.2

0.64 - 12.5

9.6

1/6

3.2

0.7 / 4

3m / M6

0.32 - 6.4

4/1

4/2
DMR 10

1Am / M4

4m / M7

1.4 / 8

2/1

S

2m / M5

2 / 12

11.3

3.2

6.3

9.6

1.4 / 8

4/2
DMR 5

0.32 - 6.4

4/2

2/1
1.6

3m / M6

2.6 / 16

21.6

2

3.2

54

6.3

4/1

4

30

[FEM/ISO]

2/1
1

20

10

Group of mechanisms

4m / M7

2 / 12

8
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1.4 / 8

1Am / M4

8/1

4.8

1Am / M4

0.5 / 3
0.7 / 4
0.5 / 3

4m / M7
0.16 - 3.2

4.8

3m / M6

0.2 - 4

6

2m / M5
1Am / M4
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CONTACT DETAILS
Heyn Engineering
Solutions
1 Corry Place
Belfast Harbour Estate
Belfast, BT3 9AH
Northern Ireland

T: +44 (0)28 9035 0022
F: +44 (0)28 9035 0012
E: engineering@heyn.co.uk
www.heynengineering.co.uk

